Military Aviation

Jeppesen FliteDeck Pro
Trusted leader of the EFB evolution.
FliteDeck Pro provides pilots with navigational charts, manuals and documents needed for paperless flying,
and delivers it all via an intuitive pilot- and workflow-focused interface.
FliteDeck Pro is backed by more than 80 years of trust and reliability in global flight ops. No other provider
even comes close. You can be confident that your operation will benefit from Jeppesen’s focus on quality
and accuracy, and from our world class customer support teams. We’ll be with you every step of the way,
24/7, to assist your operation with guidance and support, wherever and whenever needed.
Here are some of the capabilities
FliteDeck Pro offers
Interactive, dynamically rendered charts and data—all backed
by Jeppesen quality.
ee SmartNotes cuts through the clutter to intelligently deliver
pertinent flight information based on chronological and geospatial
data, and minimize pilot interactions with the mobile EFB device.
ee Tailored Enroutes allow you to supplement Jeppesen’s
dynamic enroute data with your own operationally specific and
relevant data.
ee Airport Moving Map improves pilot situational awareness during
ground movements at airports through an ownship symbol
depicted on detailed, dynamically rendered airport maps.
ee Best-in-class, optimized, vector image rendering of updated
chart data delivered directly to iPad® or Windows® tablets.
ee A local database resident on the device allows pilots to see
the information they need, as they need it, without worrying
about connectivity.
FliteDeck Pro customers also have access to the backup solution,
Trip Kit On-Demand, giving you a safety net for getting navigational
information to pilots in the event of network, hardware or
connectivity issues.

Our SmartNotes feature elevates information pilots require when and where pilots need it.

Jeppesen FliteDeck Pro
Additional chart and data capabilities.
ee Import and interlace your company charts with Jeppesen charts
and access them from a single point.
ee VFR and cultural data layer to support VFR operations*.

ee Ability to save flights for later reference.
ee Highlighting tool allows pilots to easily highlight taxi instructions
or approach information.

ee SIDs and STARs can be rendered directly on the enroute map.

ee Weather overlay allows crews to have the best information on
current conditions.

Easy-to-use, intuitive interface.

ee Rubber banding functionality and the ability to add user
waypoints make route planning quick and simple.

ee FliteDeck Pro was designed by pilots, for pilots, to include all of
the capabilities needed without complexity.
ee Upon landing, FliteDeck Pro switches to the airport diagram or
Airport Moving Map automatically.

ee Printing capability for terminal charts so pilots can print paper
back-ups on demand.

ee A dedicated night theme makes flying at night as clear as day.

Why FliteDeck Pro

ee Engine-out workflow provides one-tap access to
engine out charts.

You will have everything you need for increased decision
making power, when it counts.

ee Flight plan route integration so you can quickly import routes.

ee It is a complete solution—quality charting and data, tested user
experience, training, support and services designed to help you
be completely mobile.

ee Lock button for the screen secures a particular view of the
chart, eliminating the chance of losing a view by accidently
touching the screen.
ee Preview charts quickly and add them to the chart clip for
easy reference.
ee Fast rendering capabilities and download speeds combined with
low storage-space requirements save you time—no waiting.

All the information and capabilities pilots need for increased
situational awareness—where and when they need them.
ee At-a-glance distance measurement and auto calculation of offmap position distance when ownship is enabled.
ee Ability to enter as many alternate airports as needed for flexibility.

ee Jeppesen Distribution Manager (JDM) Pro for secure and fast
data and content distribution.

We can help you go mobile.
ee Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM)—Jeppesen works with
leading global providers of EMM solutions to aid in your mobile
transformation.
ee Our world class team of dedicated professional services experts
can help you every step along the way—from initial business case
to implementation and training.
ee We also offer an extensive library of training resources to get your
pilots ready to fly as quickly as possible, and without the heavy
flight bags!

*Coverage for contiguous United States and select parts of Europe.

System requirements
FliteDeck Pro 9.0

FliteDeck Pro 3.0

ee Touch enabled tablets running Windows 10

ee iPad running iOS v10 or higher
ee Recommend iPad Air or higher

Learn more about what we offer.
For more information about FliteDeck Pro and unique capabilities provided by our Windows or iOS platform offerings
visit jeppesen.com/mobile or contact your account manager.
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